Abstract. In this paper we determine the exponents n for which the Rees ring R(I") and the form ring grA(I") are Gorenstein rings, where / is a strongly Cohen-Macaulay ideal of linear type (including complete and almost complete intersections) or an m-primary ideal in a local ring A with maximal ideal m .
reduction exponent of m (see Theorem (4.4) ). In Part II we describe sufficient conditions on an equimultiple prime ideal p in A for being a complete intersection in terms of blow up properties. In case that dim(^4) > 2 ht(p) and A is a generalized Cohen-Macaulay ring, the Gorenstein property of Ä(pht(p)_1) implies that p is a complete intersection (ht(a) denotes the height of an ideal a). For a somewhat similar question for projective schemes we refer to the forthcoming paper [16] .
Some of the results in §4 were also proved independently by A. Ooishi [10, 11] by different methods. We would like to thank A. Ooishi for many stimulating discussions during the preparation of this work.
Preliminaries
To study the relationship between the various graded rings associated to an ideal / in a (commutative) Noetherian ring A, we will also use the so-called approximation complexes of / (see [4, 5, and 6] ). The situation is particularly good when these complexes are exact, a condition that is fulfilled for some important families of ideals. In these cases it is often possible to prove that those graded rings are Cohen-Macaulay or Gorenstein. One important point in this theory is that under the "good" situation the ideal / is of linear type, namely Sym^(Z) ~ R(I).
Assume for simplicity that A is a local ring with maximal ideal m and dim(^4) = d. Let / be an ideal of A and a := {a\,... The Zj(K(a)) denote the cycles of the Koszul complex K(a), and the H¡(K(a)) denote the Koszul homology. Both complexes can be taken as complexes of graded modules over 5" with mappings of degree -1.
We list the main properties of these complexes:
(1) The homology of 3?(a) and Jt(a) is independent of the system of generators a. (2) Hoi2-ia)) = SymAiI). (i) Jf(a) is acyclic, (ii) 2"(a) is acyclic and / is of linear type. Now assume that A is Cohen-Macaulay. Then the following properties (5) to (9) Then ^ia) is acyclic.
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It turns out that the condition (ii) above is independent of the system of generators of /, and that it is fulfilled if / is strongly Cohen-Macaulay (sCM for short), that is, if for any r > 0 the Koszul homology HriKia)) is zero or a maximal Cohen-Macaulay ^//-module.
(6) Suppose:
(i) For any prime ideal p 2 /, p(Ip) < ht(p) + 1.
(ii) For any r > 0 and for any prime ideal p 3 /, depthApiHriKia))p) > inf(r, ht(p//)) -1.
Then Z[a) is acyclic.
Assume that ht(/) > 1 and (i) For any prime ideal p ¡5 /, p(Ip) < ht(p), (ii) / is strongly Cohen-Macaulay. Then gcA(I) and R(I) are Cohen-Macaulay. Moreover, if A is Gorenstein then gr^ (7) is Gorenstein.
There is an important connection between the theory of approximation complexes and the theory of ¿/-sequences: (8) If / is generated by a ¿/-sequence, then •/#(«) is acyclic. (9) If \A/m\ = oo and Jifia) is acyclic, then / can be generated by a ¿/-sequence (but the given a is not necessarily a ¿/-sequence!). 
The ¿mnvariant of graded modules
In this section we collect some important properties of the ¿z-invariants of Rees and form rings.
Recall that for a positively graded Noetherian ring R = 0;>O-R, defined over a local ring Ro and a Noetherian graded Ä-module G the ¿z-invariant of G is defined as aiG) = max{jeZ:HrMiG)j¿0}, where r = dim(G) and HrM(G) is the rth local cohomology w.r.t. the maximal homogeneous ideal M of R. Note that R is Gorenstein if and only if R is Cohen-Macaulay and the canonical module of R is KR ~ R(a(R)), see [3, Chapter VII].
We start with an easy but useful lemma. For completeness we sketch a proof.
Lemma (2.1). Let R -0">o Rn be a Noetherian graded algebra defined over a local ring Rq and G -©">0 G" a Noetherian graded R-module. Let x e R\ be a regular element on G. Then we get for the a-invariants of G and G/xG a{G) < aiG/xG) -1.
Moreover, if G is Cohen-Macaulay the equality holds.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence of graded modules (1) 0^Gi-l)^G^G/xG-+0.
Putting r = dimn(G) and M -maximal homogeneous ideal of R, we get from ( 1 ) the long exact cohomology sequence (2) ... and ht(7) > 0, then a(R(I)) = -1. In this case ¿z(gr^(7)) < -1. This can be easily deduced from the proof of Proposition (2.1) in [8] .
For several classes of ideals 7 the ¿z-invariant of the form ring gr^(7) can be explicitly computed. In the following Lemma (2.4) we recall some well-known facts concerning m-primary ideals, and in Proposition (2.5) we determine the ¿z-invariant a(gr^ (7)) for a strongly Cohen-Macaulay ideal which is of linear type. First we define the reduction exponent S(I) of an ideal 7 in a local ring A with infinite residue field as ô(I) :-min{« e 7Y| there exists a minimal reduction q of 7 s.t. In+l = ql"}.
Lemma (2.4). Let I be an m-primary ideal in a local ring (A, m). Then the following hold:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Statement (b) follows from (2.1) using the fact that the initial forms of the generators of a minimal reduction of 7 (which is a parameter ideal in A) form a regular sequence in gr^ (7). Proposition (2.5). Let (A,m) be a Cohen-Macaulay ring of dimension d. Let I be a strongly Cohen-Macaulay ideal in A . Assume p(Ip) < ht(p) for all prime ideals p D 7. Then a(grA(I)) = -ht(7). Proof. Put 5 = ht(7) = grade (7), and p(I) = s + t. Note that the homology H¡(K.) of the Koszul complex K. of A with respect to some minimal system of generators of 7 is zero for i > t. Moreover grA(I) is CM and the ^#-complex is exact by §1, (5) and (7), which implies in particular that 7 is of linear type. The .^-complex gives a resolution of gr^ (7) : with morphisms of degree zero. Since G := gr^ (7) and Ji, are CM, we get for the local cohomology with respect to the maximal homogeneous ideal M of A/I\X\, ... , Xs+t]
Moreover we have the exact sequence
Case 1. j > -h, where h = ht (7), i.e. j -t > -p(i) =: -n. Therefore HM+'(^t)j-t = 0, since a(Jft) = -n . But by (3) , (4) and (5) Remark. We can apply (2.5) in particular to an almost complete intersection ideal 7, if A/I is a Cohen-Macaulay ring (in this case 7 is strongly CohenMacaulay). It is shown in [12] that the formula for the ¿z-invariant in (2.5) holds for any (possibly non-Cohen-Macaulay) almost complete intersection ideal 7.
Next we describe the relationship between the ¿z-invariants a(g\~A(I)) and ¿z(gr^(7")). This result is a generalization of [9, Corollary 4] and it will be used in §3 for the characterization of the Gorenstein property of R(In) and gr^(7").
Proposition (2.6). Let I be an ideal in a local ring A and assume that grA (I) is Cohen-Macaulay. Then
where [ ] denotes the smallest integral part. Proof. Put d = dim(A), a -a(grA(I)), I = [a/n] and write a = In + r with r & {0, ... , n -1}. For every i G {I, ... , n} there is an exact sequence of Ä(7")-modules:
Let N be the maximal homogeneous ideal of R(I") = jR(7)("> . Then (see [3, Proposition (47.5)]):
Hence for every j e Z and i e {I, ... , n} there is an exact sequence 0 _» HÍ(I-M gTAiI"))j -HdNiI»-'gTAiI»))j -HftiffjUtynj+n-i -0.
First consider these sequences for j > I + I . Since nj + n -i > n(l + I) + n -i > nl + r = a, we have 77^(gryí (7))"J+n_¡ = 0 for each i € {1,...,«}. Using the above sequences it follows inductively that 77^(7"_,gr^(7"))7 = 0 for i = 0,... , n. In particular Hf¡(gxÁ(In))j = 0 for any y > / + 1, i.e. ¿z(gr/4(7'1)) < /. To finish the proof, consider the cohomology sequences from above in degree j = I. Since HdMigrAiI))nl+r /Owe get 77#(7rgryl(7',))/ ± 0 and then successively 77$(7r-i:gr/1(7"))/ ^ 0 for A: = 1, ... , r. Hence Hf>(BtA(I"))i¿0. Q.E.D.
Corollary (2.7). Let I be an ideal of height > 1 in a local ring A . If gr^ (7) is Cohen-Macaulay and R(In) is Cohen-Macaulay for some n e N, then i? (7) is Cohen-Macaulay. Proof. First, note that -l>a(grA(P)) by(2.2)(a)
= [a(gxA(I))/n] by (2.6).
Hence ¿z(gr^ (7)) is negative. Finally, by (2.2)(a), R(I) is Cohen-Macaulay.
Remark. Note that in general the Cohen-Macaulayness of R(In) does not imply this property for R(I).
Powers of strongly Cohen-Macaulay ideals
We start with the following general observation.
Proposition (3.1). Let I be an ideal of height > 2 in a Noetherian local ring A. Then at most one power of I has a Gorenstein Rees algebra. Proof. Assume that R(IS) and R(V) are Gorenstein. Since R(Ist) = R(F)W = £(7')(i) and since R(I')(-l) and R(I'){-1) are canonical modules of R(F) and R(I') (see (2. 3) for the correct shifting degree -1) we know that both, Ä(J*)(-1)W and Ä(/')(-l)(i) are canonical modules of R(I"). Hence they must be isomorphic, and comparing their homogeneous parts of degree j > 1 we see that the ideals /*W-1) and /'W-1) are isomorphic as /i-modules. By the following Lemma (3.2) we get s = t.
Lemma (3.2). Let I be an ideal of height > 2 in a Noetherian ring A. If two powers Is and I' are isomorphic, then s = t. Proof. We may assume that A is a local ring with maximal ideal m. The isomorphism 7s ~ I' induces isomorphisms Ijs/mljs ~ IJ'/mIJt for all numbers j. Now, there is a polynomial P = Yl'iZo aixi e Q\x] of degree / -1 (where / denotes the analytic spread of 7) such that P(i) = X(Il/ml1) for i » 0 (A denotes the length). From P(sj) = P(tj) for j » 0 we get a¡-is'~l = ¿z/_ií/_1. Since / > ht(7) > 2, we get s = t.
For proving our main theorem, Theorem (3.5), we also need the following structure theorem for the canonical module of the Rees algebra. It comes from Corollary (2.5) in [7] , if one takes the correct gradings in the proof given there. Proposition (3.3) [7, Corollary (2.5)]. Let I be a proper ideal in a local ring A of dimension d. Assume that A is Gorenstein and R(I) is Cohen-Macaulay. Then grAiI) is Gorenstein iff (1, t)~a~2i-l) is a canonical module of R(I), where a := ¿z(gr^(7)) and (1, t)m denotes the RiI)-submodule of the polynomial ring A[t] which is generated by I, t, ... , tm in case m>0 or (1, t)~l = 7J?(7) in case m --1.
Next we need the following lemma: Hence R(Im+l)(-l) = K^m+l">, which proves the claim.
Lemma (3.4). Assume that A is Gorenstein and R(I) is
Here is the main theorem:
Theorem (3.5). Let I be an ideal of height > 2 in the local ring A. Assume that grAiI) is Gorenstein. Then the following hold for n e N : (a) 7?(7") is Gorenstein iff R(I) ¿s Cohen-Macaulay and n = -a(grA(I)) -1.
(b) If R(I) is Cohen-Macaulay, then grA(In) is Gorenstein iff -a(gTA(I)) = 1 mod in).
Proof, (a) Put ¿z = ¿z(gr/j (7)). Since gr^ (7) is Gorenstein and R(I) is CohenMacaulay by (2.7), we know by (3.3) that K := (1, t)~a~2(-l) is a canonical module of R(I). It follows that R(I~a~{) is Gorenstein, by (3.4) . This is by (3.1) the only power of I which has a Gorenstein Rees algebra.
(b) Put b = ¿z(gr^(7")). We can assume that n > 2. Note that R(In) and gr^(7") are Cohen-Macaulay rings and that K^ is a canonical module of Ä(/)(") ~ R(In). Hence by (3.3) pA(In) is Gorenstein if and only if the i?
is isomorphic to K™ . Therefore, to finish the proof, we have to show that this statement holds iff -a = 1 mod (n). First we note that b = [a/n] by (2.6), i.e. a = bn + r with re{0,...,n-l}. Hence we prove the following claim.
Claim. L ~ KM iff r = n -1 . In particular: If A is regular, then Rimd~l) is Gorenstein, and if A is a quadratic hypersurface, then Rimd~2) is Gorenstein.
Proof. Use (3.5) together with (2.4)(a) and (b). Remark (3.8) . (a) We stated Propositions (3.6) and (3.7) as a direct consequence of Theorem (3.5) . This theorem was shown by using the structure theorem (3.3) . In the following we indicate another method for proving the "only if parts in (3.6) and (3.7), which does not depend on (3.3).
Proof idea. Using the sequences in the proof of (2.6) 0 -/»-W grAiI") -» 7"-/gr4(7") -&A{I){n -i){n) -0 one can show the following: If 7 is an ideal primary to the maximal ideal m of a local ring (A, m), such that gtA(I) and gr^(7") are Gorenstein rings for some n , then a(%rA(I)) = -1 mod («) (see [12] ; the primary property of 7 is used in order to know that the homogeneous parts of the graded local cohomology modules of the modules in the above sequences are of finite length). Hence, if 7 is an ideal satisfying the conditions in (3.6), then by localizing at a minimal prime of 7 we reach the described situation (i.e. the primary case). Since moreover a(grA(I)) = -ht(7) = a{grAp(Ip)) for p e AsshA(A/I) (by (2.5)), the implication "gr^(7") Gorenstein =* h = 1 mod («) " follows. Finally (under the assumptions of (3.6)) the Gorenstein property of Ril") forces gr/4(7") to be Gorenstein too, by (2.2); hence h = 1 mod («), as we have just pointed out. Furthermore -2 = aigrAiI")) = [-h/n] by (2.2), (2.6) and (2.5). Now it is easy to see that the two relations h = 1 mod («) and [-h/n] = -2 have the unique common solution n = h -1.
Similar arguments can be used to prove the "only if parts in (3.7).
(b) In (3.7), also the "if parts can be shown without using (3.3). If A is regular or a quadratic hypersurface, it comes out by elementary computations that for the special numbers n mentioned in (3.7) the form rings gr^(m") are Gorenstein rings, see [12] .
Remark (3.9). The assumption d > 3 in Proposition (3.7) was only used to get that Ril) is Cohen-Macaulay. Then one could apply Theorem (3.5)(b). From the arguments given in (3.8)(a) it is easy to see that Proposition (3.7) is also true for d = 2.
Powers of equimultiple ideals
Part I: m-primary ideals. Next we show to which extent the Gorensteinness of Ril"), where 7 is m-primary, determines the structure of the ideal 7 via the reduction exponent ¿(7). As a corollary we obtain a characterization of regular ¿/-dimensional local rings iA, m) by the Gorensteinness of i?(m</~1), which is a generalization of a result of Goto-Shimoda 7) . Conversely, assume that Rimd~l) is Gorenstein and let ¿7 be a minimal reduction of m. By (4.1), we know that m' ç ¿7. Hence, for i G {1, 2} we get m' = qm'~l and m'"1 ^ qm'~2 by (3.1) and (3.7), i.e. <5(m) = i -I for these two cases. For i -3 assume that T^rn''-3) is Gorenstein. Then m3 ç q, where ¿7 is a minimal reduction of m. In particular m3 ç ¿7m, and since A is Gorenstein m3 = ¿7m2 by [13, Proposition (3. and p ¿z prime ideal of height 2 such that (i) R(p) is Gorenstein, (ii) p/p2 is a free A/p-module. Then A is a Gorenstein-domain and p is a complete intersection.
Remark, (a) Note that p in (4.9) is equimultiple, (b) The crucial step in the proofs of (4.8) and (4.9) was to show that A is Cohen-Macaulay. Then A was even Gorenstein by (2.2)(b) and p is a complete intersection by [8, (3.6) ]. Hence R(p) was Cohen-Macaulay. Finally the domain property of A followed from the fact that Ap was regular; see [2, (2.1) ].
In the following we give generalizations of (4.8) and (4. (ii) p/p2 is a free A/p-module.
Then A is a Gorenstein-domain and p is a complete intersection. Proof of '(4.10) and (4.11). For both propositions it is enough to show that A is Cohen-Macaulay. If this is known, A must be Gorenstein by (2.2)(b) and p is a complete intersection by (4.3). Since Ap is regular by (4.5) and R(p) is Cohen-Macaulay, A is again a domain. For the Cohen-Macaulayness of A in (4.11) we refer to the proof of (2.6) in [2] .
The Cohen-Macaulay property of A in (4.10) we get as follows: From the assumptions we conclude by [ R(p) is Gorenstein, i.e. R(p2) cannot be Gorenstein. Hence, two assumptions of (4.10) are not fulfilled, and we see that A is not Cohen-Macaulay (otherwise, A would be a hypersurface by (4.5), which is obviously not the case).
